K36HERTX + KC36HERTNE
HERITAGE SERIES 36" HOOD AND COLOR CANOPY
NERO MATT FINISH - COLOR OPTIONS BELOW

FEATURES

Size 36"
Hood type Wall mount
Base unit finish Stainless steel
Canopy unit finish Color
Motor 1
Speed 3
Hood control Electronic with buttons
Lights 2 LED
Filters type Baffles stainless steel
Max extraction power 600 CFM
Sound Level 59 dB(A)
Duct cover Installs up to 10' ceilings
Duct size 6" diameter

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Electrical supply 120V 60Hz - 400W 3.3 Amp
Power connection NEMA 5-15P plug
Certification CSA
Warranty 2 years parts and labor

COLOR CANOPY OPTIONS

Nero matt KC36HERTNE
Stainless steel KC36HERTX
Ivory gloss KC36HERTAV

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Charcoal Filter Kit 901395

Ideal ventilation solution for Bertazzoni Heritage Series ranges, with matching décor elements and finish.

Each solution includes a functional hood and a decorative canopy available in each of the Heritage Series finishes – nero, avorio and stainless steel.

600 CFM blower with 3 speed settings

European baffle filters

2 LED lights

Heritage Series handle installed on the underside of the hood.
K36HERTX + KC36HERTNE
HERITAGE SERIES 36" HOOD AND COLOR CANOPY
NERO MATT FINISH

Hood Clearance:
recommended height 25" – 31" above cooking surface.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
901395 Charcoal Filter Kit

Disclaimer: while every effort has been made to insure the accuracy of the information contained in this document, Fratelli Bertazzoni reserves the right to change any part of the information at any time without notice. For detailed installation specifications consult the installation manual. Fratelli Bertazzoni, Bertazzoni and the winged wheel brand icon are registered trademarks of Bertazzoni Spa.